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No■―Simultaneous Mark… up Pricing Processes

The theory of prices has been inVestigated from two mutually

contradictory view― points.  The first theory, once dominant in neo―

classical economics and in this sense more orthodox than the other,

emphas■ zes the ■nfluence of the demand― supply gap over pr■ ce fluctua―

tions.  The second theory stresses the production cost as the commanding

factor of pr■ ce determ■ nationo  Probably shared by the class■ cal econom■ sts

such as Ricardo and Marx, this latter theory has been resurrected due to

the apparent influence of the structural change in capitalism from a more

anarchic stage to a more monopolistic oneo  The present paper stands upon

the second v■ ew― po■nt and tr■ es to see how the pr■ ces behave when each

agent, industr■ alist or worker, realizes his des■ red pr■ ce or wage at one

time or another。

Studies based on the full cost principle, which is the 7,mOdern‖

name given to the production cost analysis, nowadays are very numerous

(and the author refrains from citing them); all such studies have a

tacit understanding that prices are ajusted all at once for each period.

We may cal■  this price ad」 ustment the S多燿zZttαηθθ2s pricing assumption.

Imposこ d rather by technical reasons in mathematics than by actual obser…

vation, the assumption is evidently a first but unskilled approx■ mation

of reality.  There may be concerted pr■ ce ra■ s■ng invo■v■ng severa■

industries, but this is rarely the caseo  Usual■ y new prices are an■ ounced
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consecutively one after another.  The aim of this paper is to fill in

the gap between the ex■ sting theory and the s■ mp■ e ev■dence by intro―

ducing the ηθη―s多

“

2Ztαηθθas mark―up pricing processese

Defin■tion Of the processes

The economy conSidered is of the Leontief type.  There are n-1

commodities, cach of which is produced by a different industryo  We

suppose there is ■o product differentiation and assume that firms in

the same industry behave similarly ■n price adjustmente  The reader may

■magine for each industry a pr■ ce― leader or a 100 per cent monopoliste

The production takes place ■■ one per■od, input composed of ■abour and

commodities being made at the beginning and output availab■ e at the end

of each periodo  The combination of input and output in each industry

is unique up to sca■ ar mu■tiplication that means that the technique is

ruled by conStant Feturns to scale.  Then the technology can be summa―

rized by an  (n-1)X n  COefficient matrix  C =[cl]≧ =0  (i=■ , 000, n;

j=2, 。.0, 
・ )' Where cl iS the amount of the i― th commodity required for

one unit of output of the ]― th commodity, ■abour force being counted as

the first commodity preCeding any other commodity-300dSe  We assume

labour ■s directly or ■ndirectly necessary for production of any com―

modity except for the labour force itse■ f, for which we assume the

worker has a standard minimum expressed by a basket c・  a non… generated

■o■―negative ■ine vector of dimension ■.  Adding c・  as the fiFSt line
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tO the matriX C, We obtain a non― negatiVe square matriX WhiCh we express

by the Same symbol Co  There is ■O COnfusion, fOr in the seque■  the symbO■

c uniquely stands fOr the square matriX・
  In thiS Way, the J― th line of

the matrix C iS Written c] irrespectiVely fOr any 
」, either  J = 1  0r

J≧ 2。

Let p be a pr■ce VectOr expressed by a su■ table numera■ re, Say a

paper money or, in Other wOrds, pure eXChange means which appear in 
■0

industry either aS Output Or inpute  lt iS a poSitive column veCtOr (p])

Of dimension n where p・  is the monetary wage rate and p] (j≧ 2) iS the

unit price of the J― th COmmodityo  lf we write <X , yン  the sca■ ar prO―

duct Of a ■ine VectOr x and a column veCtOr y of the same dimension in

order tO emphasize that the product iS a scalar, the worker'S demand fOr

)actua■  pr■ Ce vector P, iS <C  , pン ・  The rea■
the wage rate, given the

cOst for the J― th industrialist iS イc] , pン  per unit Of Commodity.

But this ■S nOt a satiSfactory pr■ ce fOr him because he eXpects tO ga■ n

a ηθrttαZ profit frOm hiS actiVity.  Let r」 be the mark― up rate of the

3~th industry, and then the satisfactory priCe fOr his product iS

(1 + rJ)《くCJ , plン・  We dOn't ask here what determines r. but suppose」

they are g■ven once and for allo  Let R be a diagona■
 matriX Of dimension

n whOSe J― th diagona■  element iS  l + rJ  fOr  J > 2  and  l  fOr  」 = 1.

We are free to take R whOSe first diagonal element d iS different from

lo  But it iS a mere change Of interpretation, fOr we can take dOC  from

the very firSt as the standard minimum for the workerso  Finally, 
■et

A = RCo  The matr■ x A expreSSes the pr■ ce aspiration of a■ ■ agentSe

工f A is k■ Own and fOr any price VectOr p g■
Ven, one can calculate eaCh
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agent'S demand for price adjustmento  ln fact, lhe J―
th agent asks tO

realize <a3 , P,> fOr his COmmodity sale price, where a] is the J―
th

line of the matrix A。

Price adjustment takes place randomly in t■
meo  Yet if We COnsider

that our econOmic t■ me proCeeds Only by one unit eVery t■ me an adjustment

takes place, there is ■0 ■OSS Of genera■ ity in supposing that adjustment

Occurs only at a t■ me ■ndexed by a natural number to  Nothing necess■
tates

that thiS unit be equal to the prOductiOn period.  Furthermore, measured

by phySiCa■  time, the unit may we■ l Vary frOm t■me tO t■me。

suppose at t■ me t a group Of agentS SuCCeed in ■mpOS■ng the■ r

demanded prices whereas the rest Of the agents maintain the same priCes。

Suppose the price vector iS Changed over from p(t) tO p(t+1)by thiS

adjustment。  One can easily calCulate p(t+1)from p(t)and A, if One

k■ows the group of successfu■  agentS.  Thus a nonttSimultaneous priCe

ad」 uStment prθ θθsS iS ass■ gned tO a sequenCe of Subsets Of the set Of

all agents  φ(t)・   Let  N = {■ , 2, 000, n} and  2N  be the Set of al■

subsets Of Ne  The set Of all natural numbers including O iS Written

lNo   Formally,  φ iS a funCtiOn from lN to 2Ne  Simu■
taneous process

is a specia■  Case of ■0■―s■multaneous processes Where   φ(t)= N  for

all te

Two kinds of price adjustment Can be diSCerned in the modes of

pr■ce f■uctuations.  In the firSt mode, the pr■ ces are dOWnward■ y f■ ex―

■ble。    工f the ■Ormally des■ rable pr■ Ce ■n a commodity market iS ■OWer

than the current priCe, the industria■ ist takes the initiative in an

attempt to deve■ op hiS bus■ ness, Or acCeptS be■ ng forced by the■ r c■ ients
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to fix the pr■ ce down to the normal pr■ ceo  ln the second mode, which

is more acceptable in the monopo■ ist market, thё price will be adjusted

when the normal price is higher than the current price but wil■  be kept

■nvar■ ant in the other caseo  This downward inf■ ex■bility was often

pointed out as one of the main cause of our inf■ ationist economy,

a■ though the expression is ■ot very exact, as we shal■  see lateF.  In

this paper, only じηfZθ
"づ

わZθ  (need■ ess to say downwardly inf■ exible and

upward■ y f■ exible)adjustments are examined and f■ exib■e cases are left

for br■ ef remarks which may help to show the differences between the two

modes of adjustment.

Let an initia■ price vector  p(0), and aspiration matrix  A  and

an adjustment process  φ .be give■ 。  The adjusted price vector at time

t + l is given inductively by the fomula  p」 (t + 1)= max{pJ(t),〈 aj,p(t)〉 }

for all j included in  φ(t) and  p」 (t + 1)= pJ(t) for the rest of

indicese  ln order to study f■exib■e adjustment, it suffices to rep■ ace

the formu■ a for the indices in  φ(t)by a simp■er formula  p](t + ■)=

くa3 , p(t)〉 。  In the inflexib■ e adjustment, the fact that an industry

belongs to the adjustment group φ(t)dOes not make any difference when

in the market the norma■ ly desired price is ■ower than the current price.

Omit such indices from the set φ(t)and name the new set φ大(t)。   Inf■ exi―

ble adjustments φ(t)and φ大(t)give the same resu■ ts  P(t + 1).  In the

naive expression, ■t is natural to say that price adJuStments take p■ ace

only in commodity markets belonging to φ大(t)。   But this naive setting

complicates the study beyond necessity, for φ士(t)depends on the current

price vector p(t)。   So we continue to appoint φ(t) independently of the
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prices as a possible commodity group of price adjustment and consider

that the price ts in fact adjusted for the collu110dity which belongs to

φ(t), including cases of ■on… effective adjustmente

The convention made above is partly 」ustified by the fact that

φ(t) is chosen for various reasons such as the demand― supply gap, market

structure, bilateral negotiation power etc。 , which do not necessar■ ■y

reflect in a direct form the pr■ ce pos■ tion of the commodity cOncerned.

If the market is tight for a commodity j, the industrialist has a good

reason to readjust his product price on this occasion, say a time te

So one can inc■ude 」 in φ(t).  But if pJ(七 )is higher than his ca■ cu―

■ation of the norma■  price, the adjustment remains latent un■ ess he makes

up his m■nd to rev■ ew the ■ormal rate of profit.

We shall ask'what wi■ ■ eventual■ y happen to the prices if an in―

finite number of adjustments take p■ ace according to a predesigned

adjustment processo  Two cases can be distinguished:  the consistent

case and the inconsistent caseo  ln the first θθηSttStθκt case, there

exists a positive price vector  p  such that ■o agent fee■ s it necessary

to revise his price ioe.  Ap = p.  Otherwise, the asp■ ration ie づηθθηsttS―

tθηto  Theoretically, there are two possibilities according to whether

the max■ mal eigenvalue of the matr■x A is greater or smal■ er than l。

The latter poss■bility can be neg■ ected as a case of no ■mportance, for

■n such a case after a lapse of fin■ te time the pr■ces can only go down

if the adjustment is flexible, and cease to mOve if the adjustment is

inf■exib■ee  Anyway, if one wants to investigate this case, one can do

s■m■lar observations as ■n section 3.  The cons■ stent case w■ 1l be studied
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■n section 2。   The ma■ n resu■ t Of that section ■s the fact that pr■ ces

converge to an equilibrium if in the proce,s adjustment takes place an

■nfin■ te number of times fOr any commodityo  Section 3 is devoted to

the study of the inconsistent case, and illustrates in part a mechanism

of inflation.

The consistent case

By defin■ tion, there ex■ sts a pos■ tive pr■ ce vector p satisfying

the equation  Ap = p  when the demands of all agents are consistent.

Let  P  be the diagona■  matr■x formed by the e■ ements of the vectOr p

or, more precisely, the j― th diagonal element of P is the J… th C00rdinate

of the vector po  As  p  is positive, the matrix P is invertib■ eo  The

■nverse of  P  is also diagona■  and is composed of e■ ements of the fo■ lll

1/pj o  By the transformation  P~lAP, the matrix becomes a stochastic One

as it is casy to see that  P~・AP l = l  where l is a vector whose

entr■es are all lo  From ■ow On ■n this section, we assume that the

transformatiOn has already been performed and write the transformed

matrix by the same symbol Ao  Likewise, price vectors incur the same

coordinate transformatiOn and the vector l and its multip■ es are now

equ■ libr■um pr■ce vectors.

It would be opportune here to remark that any non― negative vector

of the foilll Ap = p  is unique up to sca■ ar mu■ tip■ ic,tion, and thus

a mu■ tip■e of the vector ■。  In fact, when restricted to basic com―Ｓ

一Ｐ

　

　

・■
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modities (in the sense of Sraffa), p is prOportional to l from the uni…

queness of a non― negative eigen― vector for an irreducible non…negative

matrixo  As for non― basic commodities, as we have assued that ■abour is

direct■ y or ■ndirectly necessary for the production of any commodity

(possibly with an exception of the ■abour forces), the prices are uniquely

determ■ned by the pr■ ces of bas■ c commOdities.

Take a process  φ  and assume that adjustments take p■ ace an in―

finite number of times for any commodityo  The assumption is equivalent

to saying that for any index j and for any number T there exists among

natura■  numbers ■ot smaller than T a time t which satisfies the condition

j こ φ(t).  Suppose we are g■ ven a sequence of indices  jl, j2' ・・°
' Js

and a number Te  Starting from t. which Satisfies  t. ≧=T  and  jl(こ : φ(tl),

one can continue to choose  t.  ■n such a way that  ti   ti… .  and■

ji こ φ(ti) until one arrives at  tso  Thus, for any sequence of indices,

one can choose a str■ ctly increas.ng sequence of times  tl, t2' °°・
' ts

in any ha■ f-line  t >=T  in such a way that each set of price adJuStments

φ(ti)  inc■ udes the given indeX  ji  in the same positi6n in the index

sequence as  ti  in the time sequence.

Let an initial price vector  p(0)= p  be giVen.  A process  φ

together w■ th A gives r■ se to a well― defined sequence of pr■ ce vectors

p(t)。   工f  A  is consistent and adjustment is inf■ exible,  p(t) is

convergent for any process  φ.  工f further φ  Satisfies the condition

mentioned in the preceding paragraph, then P(t)converges to a vector

of the form  α。l  when the vectors are restr■ cted to bas■ c commodities。

The first assertion ■s easy to seee  ttt is we■l known that, in the case

Of vectors as ■n the case of numbers, any ■o■―decreas■ ng sequence ■s
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convergent if it is bounded from aboveo  As the adjustment is downwardly

inf■exib■e, the sequence p(t)is nOn… decreasing.  The fact that p(t) is

bounded from above is a resu■ t of the fo■ lowingo  A is consistent and

we have assumed that A has a■ready been transformed by the matrix P.

Therefore, it satisfies the formula  Σl=l al = ・
  fOr all  je  Let

pi(t)= Σl=. alepi(t)。   工t is a barycentric mean oi the numbers  p・ (t)

and therefore it is ■ot greater than the maximum of p・ (t)e  As  p](t + ■)

is equal either to  p」 (t) or tO  pl(t), we have for all j, pJ(t + ■)

≦ maXi〓
., 。.・ , ■ p・

(t).  This is true for any  te  By induction we have

for any  t  and  j, pJ(t)≦ =M where M  is the maximum of the initia■

values  P・ 。  Thus, ごhe first assartion is verified.  As a corollary,

it fol■ows that if  pJ(T) iS maximal among the values  p・ (T), then

p](t) remains constant and maxima■  for al■  t >_T.

The second assertion ■s more difficu■ t and touches on the deta■ 1

of non― negative ■rreduc■ ble mOtr■ Ces o   To reca■ l the defin■ tion of a

bas■ c collu110dity, it is one which enters direct■ y or ■ndirect■y into the

production of a■ l commoditiese  As we have supposed that the ■abour ■s

necessary directly or ■ndirectly to the production of any collЩ 10dity, and

that a  is sem■―pos■ tive, there ex■ sts at least one bas■ c commodity other

than the labour forcee  lndeed, any commodity which has a positive co―

ordinate ■n the vector a  is bas■ c, for ■t enters ■nto the ■abour force

and then ■nto the production of a■ ■ commodities.  The col■ ection of a■ 1

basic commodities gives rise to a sub― economy in the sense that they

foェ lll a self… suffic■ ent production system.  The corresponding production

coeffic■ ent matr■x ■s a pr■ncipa■  sub―matr■x of that of the whole economy.
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It is irreducib■ e because ■o sub― division of commodities into two disjoint

groups makes one group independent of the other.  The pr■ ces of ■o■―bas■ c

commodities do not affect those of bas■ C Commodities, for the foェ lller com…

modities do not enter into the production of the latter oneso  Thus, if

we restr■ ct ourselves to the bas■ c Collu110dities, we can suppose that A

itself is irreducib■ e.  Let  D(t)〓  maXi p・ (t)― mini pi(t)。   D(t) is

■on― increasing for the maxi p・ (t)remains invariant whereas  mini p・ (t)  .

has an opportun■ ty to become greater as time passeso  ln fact, it w■ 1■

be proved that  D(t)  conVerges to  O  when t tends to infinity.

Take any two indices  i  and  」.  If  A  is irreducible, there

is a chain of indices  j = i(0), ■(1), 000, 1(h)= i  SuCh that  a11:主 1)

> O  for all  s = ■, 000, h.  If further φ contains an infinite number

of times any of a■ ■ indices, one can find for any  T  an ■ncreasing

sequence of time  tO, tl, ・°°
' th  (T 

≦=t。 < tl < 
・・・ < th)  such that

φ(t ) cOntains  i(s) for a■ l  SO  Let  j  be an index such that  p](T)
S

is the maximum of  p・ (T) when  i  varies for all indiceso  For any

index  i, let us take a chain  j = i(0), 。・0, i(h)= i  aS abOveo  Then,

inductively, we can prove that

p」 (ts十 ■)― pi(ts+ 1)≦  (1 - al(1))・ D(T)

Indeed, if the estimate ■s true for

■
ai(s―

■)°

 °°

s ― ■, then

p」 (ts+

く
=Σl=l al(S)pj

■)― p・ (ts+1)

(ts)一  Σl=i al(S)pk(ts)
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all:と
.)・

{P」 (t s,一
pi(S-1)(ts)}al(S){p」 (ts)一 pl(ts)}+

+ 。・o 口十 al(S)・ {pJ(ts) _ pn(ts)}

く
=al(S)・

D(T)十  。o・  + all:と
1ゞ

{1-・ all:I;;0 00・

〓 {1 … all:を
1)・

 all:::;・  ・・・ e a11:;}・ D(T).

a11:;卜D(T)十  o o・  + al(S)・ D(T)

is that  pJ(t)―  pk(t)<=D(T) for all  t >_Tused the factHere we have

and  pk(t) is non― decreasingo  The result means that for any sufficiently

of thewhere  c  is the minimumhave  D(t)≦ _(1 … ε)D(T)large  t  we

when  i varies for a■ l indices。positive chain prodり ctS from  ]  to  i

Starting from  TO 〓 0' Ch° ose  T   inductive■ y such that  D(TN)≦
=(・

…8)D(T6…
.)S

From this construction, it is easy to see that  D(TN)≦ =(1-c)N D(0)。

and α ∫brtづθrづ  D(t)As one can take an  N  as large as possible, D(TN)

O  when  t  tends to infinity。converge to

,the convergence of prices in the range ofWe have thus proved

basic commodities provided that the process satisfies a certain repeti―

tive condition for a■ l indicese  ttt would be ■nteresting to see what

wou■d happen for the pr■ ces of non― bas■ c commodities.  For this purpose,

the commodities can be grouped into classes by the■ r rela―observe that

tion E defined as followso  Any commodity is in relation E with itse■ f.

u  be two different commodities.  If  i  enters ■nto theLet  i  and

production・ of  j  and inversely  j  enters into that of  i, commodities

the bas■ c commOditiesi  and  j  are defined to be in relation Eo  Al■  of

form one classo  lf a commodity of a class H enters ■nto the production
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of a commodity of a c■ ass G different from H, then ■o commodity of G

enters ■nto the production of any commodity in H.  In this case, we say

that the c■ ass H precedes the c■ ass C, or G is dependent on Ho  Between

two different classes, there are on■ y two poss■ bilities.  They have no

relation of dependence at al■ , or one of the two ■s dependent on the

other.  The c■ass of bas■ c commodities precedes any other c■ asseso  Now,

we can state how the prices converge when the process φ contains any    .

index an infinite number of times.  Let  H  be an equivalence classe

Suppose that for al■  c■asses  C  which precede  H  the ■im■ t vectors

uG 〓 .imt→∞ pG(t) are definede  Here, pG(t) is the restriction on G

of the vector p(t).  Then there exists a unique vector  ul  which

satisfies the equation  】G<H AG 
・uG +AIc ul = ul・   Symb01s ■ike A:

stand for the submatrices whose ■ndices are restricted to the indicated

subsets of  Ne  G く H  means that  G  precedes  H.  工f  pH(0)<=ul,

then the limit vector  uH = limt→∞ pH(t)  is equal to  ul.  If there

exists an index  」 こH  Such that  p」 (0)> ui  then  uH >=ul.  In

particular, if  p](0)≦
=α

  for al■   」 where  α  is the maximum of

P・ (0) when  i  varies for a■ ■ basic commodities, then the ■imit vector

■s equal to the equ■ libr■um vector  α0 1  for all cou.1lodities e  This

demonstration is on■ y a vaFiant Of the proof given in the case of basic

CO二 :‖110dities e

Let us c■ ose this section by a br■ ef comment on the case of

flexible price adjustments.  A■ though prices remain in a bounded closed

interva■  of positive numbers, convergence is not a■ ways assured even

■n the range of bas■ c colllluOdities.  If a non― negative ■rreduc■ ab■e martix
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Now We shall

greater then l・   An

study the case when the maX■ ma■ eigenVa■ue Of A is

economically interesting case is one in whiCh there
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exists a positive vector  u  such that Au = λ・u  for a suitable

λ is ■nev■tab■y the largest of a■ ■ pos■ tive eigenvalues and thus greater

than lo  lt is called the づηθθηsづ Stθηθν ZθυθZo  ln particu■ar, if  Ab

■s the pri■ cipal submatr■x of  A  corresponding to the class of bas■ c

comodities, λ  is the Froben■ us eigenva■ ue of  Abo  ln the follow■ng,

we a■Ways assume the ex■ stence of such a vector u.

It is convenient to take a standard coordinate base such that,

expressed by this base, the aspiration matr■ x satisfies the equation

λ .

A01= λolo  As was

a transfo.lllation  U

done in section ■, this is equiva■ent to making

…l AU  where U is the diagona■
 matrix composed of

coordinates of the vector u.  If we rewr■ te the equation above for each

element, we obtain  Σ
:=. al = 

λ  fOr all  ko  lf  P(0)= 1ぃ   and  φ(0)DJ,

then  p」 (■ )≧=λ
o  Similar■y, if  p(0)= l  and ∪i.O φ(k)= N, then

P(s + 1)≧=λ
O■ .  This is true for any kind of process whether it is

flex■ble or ■oto  For any given  φ  and for any  t, order is preserved

in the mapping frOm  p(0) to  p(t)  in the sense that if  P(0)≧ =p'(0)

then  p(t)≧=p7(t) where  p(t) and  pl(t)  correspond to the adJusted

vector of  p(0) and  p'(0) respectively.  So, if  P(0)≧
= ■  then

P(s + 1)≧ :λ・■  if the sets  φ(k) from  k 〓 O  to  s  contains all

■ndices at least one time.

Any interval  ls , t) with  s  and  t  integers is called e■ e…

mentary, when  tli二
:  (k)= N  but not so for any smaller interval

contained in  [s , t)・   If the prOcess is simultaneous, any interval

of length l is e■ ementaryo  lf φ COntains any index an infinite number of

times, then for any natural number  s, there is a unique  t  for which
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lS , t) becOmes elementary.  The maxima■  number of disjoined elementary

intervals included in [0 , T) is said to be the pitch of the process at

time T and wil■ be written T(T)。  From the observations in the preceding

paragraph, it is easy to see that  p(T)≧
=β Oλ

7T(T)。
   where β is the mini…

mum of  p・ (0)e  Thus the prices will be inflated at least by the rate

λ-l each time an e■ ementary ■nterval passes, or ■■ other words, each

time the pitch of the process proceeds by ■.  The same treatment is

poss■ble when we restr■ ct ourselves to the bas■ c commodities.  In this

case, the pitch proceeds ■n general faster than the pitch for all com―

modities。   One may thus obta■ n a better estimation for the pr■ ces of

bas■ c commOdities.  Furthermore, if there ■s a group of bas■ c cOlllluOdities

G such that the principal submatrix of A over C has a maximal eigenvalue

greater than l, then inflation occurs inside of this group even if the

pr■ces of other commodities rema■ n stab■ e.

To estimate p(t)from above is more comp■ icated than to estimate

■t from below.  Let, for example, al > ε > O  fOr all  l。   工f the process

φ repeats the same adjustment two times, that is, if   φ(2t)=  φ(2t + 1)

for a■■ t, then one obtains an estimate  p(t)≧
=β
・[λ + ε(λ ― ■)]T(t)01。

Thus it is impossib■ e to estimate p(t)frOm abOve by the maximal eigen―

value raised to the power T(t)。  工n the following is an upper estimation

a■ though it may ■ot be the best possib■ e.

For s■mplic■ ty, ■et us cons■ der the case of irreduc■ ble  A.

Assume there ■s no proper subset of indices  G  such that the pr■ cipa■

submatrix restricted to  G  has a max■ mal eigenva■ue not sma■ ler than ■.

Let  A(k , p) be the matrix fo二 1lled from A by replacing the k― th ■ine
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by ρ
-l ak,  There is a unique  

ρ 〓 ρk  such that  A(k , ρ) is a cOn―

sistent matrixo  From the strict monotonicity of Frobenius eivengalues

among irreducible matrices, the uniqueness is trivia■ .  Further, one

has  p > λ.  The existence of p is assured by the fact that the matrix

A, when their k― th line and column are omitted, has a max■ mal eivenvalue

smaller than ■。  Now, if  ρ  is uniquely deteFmined, define  uk  t°  be

a positive vector which satisfies  A(k , ρ)uk = uk°   The vector  uk

is unique up to the multiplication by sca■ arse  Then we define a number

g  called the gauge by the fo■■owing formula:

g = m■ nα
=(α

l・
, ,α.)>O maxi,J,k(α

ri/αjul)

This number is independent of the choice of uk's' S°  it has a geometric

meaning inherent in the system of n positive directions.  One can suppose

that  uk s  themSelves give the minimum  g.  Then,  uk≦ =geuj  fOr any

couple (k , j)。   Let  k  be the last index which appears in the first

elementary interval [0 , t)and suppose  p(0)≦
=α

Ouk  for a certain α.

Then, p(s)≦
=α

 uk  if  S = t ~ ■。  Indeed, except for  s = t - 1,

φ(s)does nOt contain k.  But as  A(k , p)  is identical to  A  except

for the k― th line, the adjustment  φ(s)by A has the same effect as the

adjustment by the matrix  A(k , ρ)。  Noting that  A(k , ρ)  is consistent,

the estimate fo■■ows for  s = t - 1。   The adjusted price of commodity

k  at time  t  can be estimated from above by  α.ρ
kouII  It f0110WS

then the estimate  p(t)≦
=α・ρ

k・
ul≦

=α (ρ・g)Ouj  for any index j where

ρ is defined to be the maximum of   ρ
k。
  One may thus proceed to the

next elementary interval, if one replaces α by α(ρ・g)。   In genera■ ,
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one obtains the result as follows:  p(t)」 ≦β(ρ・8)π
(t)。

1。  Here  β

is chosen so as to satisfy p(0)≦
= 
β・uj fOr all  j.  In particular,

p(t) remains bounded if   φ(t)  fai■ S to COntain an index an infinite

number of times.  Of course, in this case, it is assumed that  A  satis―

fies the condition mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph.

Let us ask another quention.  Is there any relative stability

of price vectors such that  p(t) asymptOtically converges to a positive

half… line which Starts from the origin?  The answer is negative for

general  φ9  aS We ёha■l see in the following.  Let us suppose the

contraryo  The positive half―line must remain unchanged by any trans―

formation of price adjustmento  ln particular, it is not changed by the

transformation  A.  Then, a vector of the half line satisfies the

equation  Au = λ・u.  But if we apply a price adjustment on■ y for an

index  J, then the adjusted vector cannot be proprotional to  u  as

り
J  changes but as others remain unchanged and this is contradictory。

We k■ ow that the simultaneous price adjustment for a primitive matrix is

relatively stableo  Furthermore, we can estimate its growth order ac―

curatelyo  We see now that it was only a happy case of relative stability

and in general there is not such regular price movemente  Let us content

ourselves here with the trivial assertion that the price vector  p(t)

rema■ns str■ ctly pos■tive for any process and for al■  t.

Up to now, we have not specified if the adJuStment concerned was

flixible or inflexible.  In the inconsistent case, the distinction is

indeed only nominal, for even in the f■ exible case the prices only have

a chance to be adjusted upward after a finite time of adjustment.  The
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difference in the two modes of adjustment arises when the initial price

vector is given arbitrarily (as a mathematical possibility)and there

may be some commodities foF WhiCh des■ red pr■ ces are lower than current

pr■ces.  But even ■n this case, after the first elementary interva■  of

times has passed, there is ■o commodity whose newly marked up price is

lower than the current price.  Inflation occurs whether the adjustment

is flexible or inf■ exibleo  lt occurs when and only when the aspirations

of all agents are inconsistent.  A■ though in a real world of economy,

the main factor of inconsistency can be focused on the contradictory

relationship between wage workers and capita■ ists, it can a■ so be ■oted

that inflation occurs theoretical■y if some group of industr■alists

make up an inconsistent system of mark― up rates among themselves.  This

is the case where there is ■o  ρl  Such that  A(1 9 ρl) for basic Com―

■odities has the Frobenius eigenvalue equal to  lo  ln section ■, I

remarked that it is ■ot accurate to say that downward inf■ ex■bility is

a cause of inflation.  In the same sense one may remark that there is

■O HCOSt― push―■nflation‖ but there ■s an ■ncons■stency of demand ■eve■ s

for the commodity pr■ ces。

Conclus■ on.

In section l, I explained how the non… s■multaneous price adJust…

ment processes are defined.  The main resu■ ts of the fo■ lowing two

sections can be summarized in the form of two theorems:
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Theorem l.   If the demand leve■ s fOr the coull110dity pr■ ces are

consistent, then any downward inf■ exible price adjustment process cOn―

vergeso  Further, ■f the process cOntains an infinite number Of adjust―

ments Of any cOmmodity, then the price vector cOnverges tO an equi■ ibrium

■n the range Of bas■ c cOmmOdities。

Theorem 2。   工f the demand ■evels fOr the cOmmodity pr■ ces are

inconsistent, then inf■ ation Occurs at least at the rate  λ - l  when

the time ■s cOunted by the pitch Of the processe  lt is underst00d that

λ indicates the ■ncOns■stency ■evelo  As far as the bas■ c cOmmodities

are cOncerned, inf■ atiOn can be estimated from abOve by an expotentia■

functiOn of the pitch if there is no incOnsistency in the proper subsets

of commoditiese
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